
New Products from Datavideo
SE-600 – 8 Channel SD Video Switcher

Datavideo SE-600 is an eight input Standard Definition video switcher, with
built in dual channel audio mixer. Multi-View output display each input. Other
features include audio peak-meter, clock and dual logo store.

The SE-600 is designed to excel and meet your demands whether you're
working in worship, education, conducting a live outside broadcast or
shooting inside a production studio.

Six Composite Video, one DVI-D input and one DVI-I input (res. 1024x768,
60Hz) - support of 16:9 and 4:3 aspect ratio. Two Composite Video, one
Y:U:V / S-Video (adapter required - not supplied) & multiple auxiliary output.

Optional Digital Output Board: 2 x DV25 (IEEE-1394) and 2 x SDI.

SRP: RM7,000 Digital Output Board: RM1,500

HS-600 – Hand Carry 8 Channel SD Video Studio

Datavideo HS-600 is a lightweight Standard Definition studio in a box. The
HS-600 is in many respects an affordable, standard definition version of a
full broadcast model. Integration of SE-600, 17-in HD LCD Monitor, intercom
with tally light set & integrated power center

Despite its small size, it can take feeds from up-to 6 cameras as well as
mixing 2 input from graphics stations, powerpoint presentations and four
external microphones.

It is a go-anywhere product, ideal for corporate, AV & the worship markets.

SRP: RM17,500 Digital Output Board: RM1,500

HS-2000L – Hand Carry 5 Channel HD Broadcast Video Studio

The HS-2000L is a five channel 10-bit HD-SDI full AV switcher. Its DVI-D
connection makes it ideal for use with presentation software while the
integrated audio mixer with balanced XLR connectors provide four channels
of microphone or line audio inputs.

The HS-2000L is ideal for TV and video professionals working in outside
broadcast or temporary video studios, such as theatres or conference
centres. It is small enough to qualify as hand luggage when travelling (it can
fit into airline overhead luggage bays). The HS2000L is also a great value
solution for the worship, education and AV market.

SRP: RM32,000

SE-2800 – 8 or 12 Channel HD/SD Video Switcher

Coming Soon

The SE-2800 is a multi-definition switcher designed for the event or activity
that needs up to eight SD or HD input sources. Being one of our most
flexible switching solutions, the SE-2800 is able to accept eight total inputs
in varying combinations of interlaced SD/HD-SDI, HDMI, and CV sources.

Use eight SD/HD-SDI inputs, or use six SD/HD-SDI inputs and two HDMI
inputs. Users can even accept four SD/HD-SDI sources, two CV sources,
and two HDMI sources. This 8-input switcher is upgradable to 12 inputs for
even more versatility.

SE-2800 has 2 channel DSK (Down Stream Keying) and can do 2 PiP
(Picture-in-Picture). SE-2800’s 3 output can assign different video output &
able to output HD & SD SDI simultaneously.

SRP (estimate): SE-28000-8 RM20,000
SRP (estimate): SE-28000-12 RM25,000
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